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electromagnetic waves - sample test - weebly - electromagnetic waves - sample test multiple choice
identify the letter of the choice that best completes the statement or answers the question. 1. which portion of
the electromagnetic spectrum is used in a microscope? a. infrared waves b. gamma rays c. visible light d.
ultraviolet light 2. light waves test question bank name: standard/advanced - $ electromagnetic waves
travel at the speed of light. % electromagnetic waves need a medium to travel through. & different
frequencies of light are interpreted by our eyes as different colors. ' the transfer of energy as electromagnetic
waves is called electromagnetic radiation. page 9 / 25 unit 4 sound and waves - algonquin & lakeshore unit 4 sound and waves multiple choice identify the choice that best completes the statement or answers the
question. ____ 1. the speed of any mechanical wave as it propagates through a medium is dependent mainly
on the a. frequency of the wave source b. wavelength c. period of the wave d. type of medium through which
the wave travels e ... 8th grade science waves unit information - troup.k12 - waves review items waves
unit test 1 study guide | waves unit test 1 study guide key click on the links below for resources by essential
question: eq 1: what are the characteristics of mechanical and electromagnetic waves? eq 2: how do changes
in one part of a wave affect other parts of a wave? electromagnetic waves - odu - electromagnetic waves
unlike the waves we met last semester, such as sound waves or waves on a string, no medium is required - it
is not atoms moving around, but instead the electric and magnetic ﬁelds and these can exist even in a vacuum
please do not write on the test. place all multiple choice ... - please do not write on the test. place all
multiple choice answers on the scantron. (thank you for saving a tree.) sound waves test -- each multiple
choice question is worth 3 points. 1. sound waves are made up of chains of vibrating a. molecules b. dense c.
rarefaction d. longitudinal 2. electromagnetic spectrum quiz - brainpop - electromagnetic spectrum quiz
1. how are different types of radiation arranged along the electromagnetic spectrum? a. by how fast they
travel b. by their sources c. by the amount of energy they carry d. by how radioactive they are 2. what is the
difference between a wave and a particle? a. a particle is a discrete unit of energy; a wave is a
electromagnetic waves properties of electromagnetic waves - electromagnetic field. maxwell was able
to predict that • electromagnetic waves can exist at any frequency, not just at the frequencies of visible light.
this was the first prediction of radio waves, x-rays, etc. • all electromagnetic waves must travel in a vacuum
with the same speed, a speed that we now call the speed of light. 5e lesson-battle of the waves - 1. the
student will be able to differentiate between the speeds of sound and electromagnetic waves through solids,
liquids, gases, and a vacuum. 2. the student will be able to collect, analyze, and interpret data to develop an
understanding of how the speeds of sound and electromagnetic waves change through different mediums unit
2 the electromagnetic spectrum - nasa - the longest radio waves) to fractions of a nanometer, in the cases
of the smallest x-rays and gamma rays. electromagnetic radiation has properties of both waves and particles.
what we detect depends on the method we use to study it. the beautiful colors that appear in a soap film or in
the dispersion of light from a diamond are best described ... chapter 13: electromagnetic waves - lps from particle to particle,electromagnetic waves travel by trans-ferring energy between vibrating electric and
magnetic fields. figure 1 water waves and sound waves require matter to move through. energy is transferred
from one particle to the next as the wave trav-els through the matter. 390 chapter 13 electromagnetic waves
the electromagnetic spectrum - t e harrington middle school - the order they fit into the
electromagnetic spectrum all of these are "electromagnetic waves". this means that although they appear to
be very different, in fact they're all made of the same kind of vibrations - but at different . all electromagnetic
waves travel at the same speed - 300,000,000 metres per second, which is the speed of light. chapter 9:
electromagnetic waves - mit opencourseware - chapter 9: electromagnetic waves 9.1 waves at planar
boundaries at normal incidence 9.1.1 introduction chapter 9 treats the propagation of plane waves in vacuum
and simple media, at planar boundaries, and in combinations confined between sets of planar boundaries, as
in waveguides or cavity resonators. lecture 12 electromagnetic waves - uw faculty web server - lecture
12 electromagnetic waves oct 18, 2011 •! exam 1 scores will be posted on webassign today •! will also appear
on catalyst gradebook tomorrow each item was worth 6 points, 15*6=90, so i added 10 to make 100 max
possible so, everyone who took the exam got 10 pts just for showing up! electromagnetic waves - harvard
university - supports waves, and that these waves travel at the speed of light. this section serves as
motivation for the fact that light is an electromagnetic wave. in section 8.2 we show how the wave equation for
electromagnetic waves follows from maxwell’s equations. maxwell’s
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